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WhaleMaker is not a collective investment scheme. Instead, it is a

platform for investors and cryptocurrency traders looking to utilize

the most advanced trading tools and technology and the combined

wisdom of the community to achieve maximum returns in

cryptocurrency markets.

Backed by a strong team of industry professionals, WhaleMaker is on a

clear path to becoming an ultimate solution for investors and

cryptocurrency traders. It will cover every aspect related to

cryptocurrency trading, investment, market overview, trading ideas,

investment decisions, the unique concept of p2p asset trading, liquidity

aggregation, and ultimately the most advanced trading station.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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WhaleMaker- the first and only Crypto Fund

on Brise Chain. We make the investment

decisions; you take the profit. We are the

Crypto Fund of the many, not the few. We

offer capital protection based on our

experience and portfolio management for you.

WHAT IS WHALEMAKER?

WhaleMaker peer-2-peer Asset Platform – the essence and core of the

WhaleMaker infrastructure. It implements a successful peer-2-peer

business model and disrupts the traditional investment management

industry. Investors can easily browse through hundreds of trading

strategies provided by professional cryptocurrency traders and, in

effect, “follow” the ones matching their goals.

WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE ?
We base it on facts and not on fiction and we hit it out of the park every single time!

Established
Network

Fraud Reduction

Groundbreaking
Approach

Reliable Team
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Our vision and mission are to provide the entire BRISE & Crypto

community and all the new people joining it daily with ease of mind.

We aim to produce a one-stop solution for cryptocurrency investors.

Since investment industry professionals are building the

infrastructure of WhalerMaker - the importance of timely market

data has not been overlooked.

We will make the investment decisions for you and provide profit.

Your capital is secure with us. We only invest and trade on vital

assets and projects.

In this vision, we shall also support the good projects launching on

BRC by providing robust investment funding to those growing and

offering a good ROI possibility for our investors.

VISION AND MISSION
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The cryptocurrency, crypto tokens, and other digital assets based

on blockchain technology are currently experiencing an explosive

growth period. Blockchain technology allows the first true

internationalization of a store of value, and recently the adoption

rate has meant explosive growth in wallet numbers. 2017 started

with Bitcoin as the number one cryptocurrency with 12 billion US

dollars in market capitalization. Ethereum, a very young upstart

cryptocurrency, was valued at 700 million USD.

CRYPTOCURRENCY
INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

The explosive start to 2017 has seen Bitcoin surge to a market

capitalization of over 40 billion USD. Ethereum has caught up at an

incredible pace and now has over 28 billion USD market

capitalization. The market is excited by blockchain technology's

opportunities and the decentralization of currency present. Over

800 alternative cryptocurrencies are trading today, with a new use

case for blockchain emerging every week. You need to think

carefully before choosing a token to ensure the team, the

technology, and the idea are sound.
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WHALEMAKER ECOSYSTEM

Staking

Liquidity

Brise Chain

Smart
Contract

Charity

Rewards

WhaleMaker
Coin

DEX Listing
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INVESTOR PROBLEMS

How will they guarantee the security of their investment?

Is the declared performance of a chosen asset trader trustworthy?

Since its inception, the crypto fund industry has plagued multiple

issues, including scams and corruption. Unethical and illegal

manipulations by asset managers with a large sum of money at

their disposal, Ponzi schemes, and sweeping techniques are

common allegations faced by the industry.

After someone decides they may be ready to invest in digital

assets, there is a sticking point: cryptocurrency trading takes place

on multiple exchanges, all of which have different rules and

regulations and often require a lengthy verification process. Most

potential Investors are lost at this stage.

Another problem is volatility, which can negatively affect the

overall trading result of any inexperienced private investor. The

learning curve for investing in crypto assets is extremely steep.

Experienced digital asset traders are in the best position to benefit

from the blockchain revolution's opportunities fully.

Investors may evaluate options of trusting money to a private

crypto trader or a fund to gain profit in newly established markets.

Such decisions can be precarious due to the lack of regulations

and the high possibility of fraud.
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INVESTOR PROBLEMS

Professional cryptocurrency funds could be an intelligent solution

for anyone willing to get exposure to the cryptocurrency market.

But how will retail investors find and choose the most suitable

cryptocurrency fund?

Stories of companies making specific trades to increase their

commission and drive up the fees to their investors are just the

beginning of the level of illegal activity when it comes to

investing others' money. Thousands of licensed traders are

found guilty of insider trading, fraud, or scamming hard-working

investors every year.

Only several crypto funds have gained the reputation

necessary for backing. In contrast, private crypto traders and

newly established funds tend to look for investors in online

forums, social networks, or amongst their friends. It takes

many years to build trust and reputation to attract proper

funding. As a result, many successful investors and digital

asset traders are being overlooked and have no access to

investors' capital, limiting their opportunities and narrowing

earnings potential.



After an investor decides to follow the most suitable strategy - the

system will automatically synchronize all trading activity from the

chosen investing Model into their segregated account at WhaleMaker,

providing the convenience of peer-2-peer asset trading and the safety

of funds.
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Investors worldwide can compare the

performance of hundreds of successful

cryptocurrency traders and mirror their

trades automatically to their accounts.

While traders benefit from success fees

generated by profitable trading – investors

enjoy peace of mind knowing that their

SOLUTIONS

account. By pairing the peer-2-peer business model provided by

WhaleMaker and the cryptocurrency investment industry,

WhaleMaker offers a fantastic opportunity to securely utilize the

wisdom of experienced investors and traders to achieve positive

investment and trading results.

Investor decides a
suitable strategy

System synchronizes
the trading activity

making p2p asset trading
convenient and safe



The Whale Maker Platform will review/analyze upcoming crypto projects
part of presale/ICO in the Brise ecosystem and generates a score.

Finance team of WhaleMaker invests in the right projects for maximum
profit for the investment fund.

Exit point with profit as per the KPI’s set for each tier of the fund.

Margin & liquidity trading on popular coins to generate extra profit.

We bring together the best of both traditional business and agile crypto

models and find avenues for earning instant gains. We do the heavy

lifting, analysis and the homework so that you can focus on just

investing.
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HOW IT WORKS

We run the show on a daily basis from a dedicated telegram group

currently sitting at 1500+ active investors looking for

feedback/directions of the upcoming projects in the Brise ecosystem.

1.

2.

3.
4.

Investments

Returns

Investors Projects
ICO PLATFORM

https://t.me/whitewhalecryptoinfo


WhaleMaker has been in the works for years. Because a continuously

growing number of people are getting into Crypto, they don’t know where

& how to invest.

WhalerMaker simplifies all for the new people but the experienced ones

too.

We provide and use our knowledge from decades of experience in the

financial world and put it to work for you.

Whalemaker offers strong APY through staking and unique potential

Crypto fund investment returns (guaranteed 20% ROI monthly minimum). 

You can also Stake your WhaleMaker coins and have a regular staking

income weekly, provided by the tax charged on transactions (buy/sell). 

What is unique is you can buy in investment slots (open for those holding

WhaleMaker coins) with your capital guaranteed and minimum payback in

BRISE 20% monthly. 

In essence, you take 50% from the crypto fund profits (& success), which

can vary from a minimum of 10% per month to ______ the moon,

WITHOUT risking your initial capital!

Monthly slots will be limited and can only be as an amount maximum

equal to the WhaleMakers you will hold, e.g., if you have 500$ worth of

WhaleMaker- you can buy a slot worth UP TO 500$. 

No one will be allowed to participate in more than the 1% of the monthly

crypto fund, whose amount will be decided every month.

All profits will be paid in BRISE- and once stable coins are ready on BRC

main net- on Stable coins. So high safety and real value are guaranteed

without the WhaleMaker price being pushed down by this function, 

unlike other projects that pay in their currency, and everyone sells daily,

so the price can never go up (long-term).

If our investments & trading bots fail to deliver the 10% ROI minimum, our

reserve from tax withholding shall compensate for the critical difference. 
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WHALEMAKER WORKING
PRINCIPLES
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The WhaleMaker Coin is a projected currency and an intelligent

contract system built on the Brise chain and designed to be used by

investors and traders within the platform. These standard, WhaleMaker

Coins are easily transferable between investors, and platforms can be

smoothly integrated into exchanges. 

Some features are as under:

WHALEMAKER COIN

What is unique is you can buy in

investment slots (open for those

holding WhaleMaker coins) with your

capital guaranteed and minimum

payback in BRISE 20% monthly.

You can also Stake your WhaleMaker

coins and have a regular staking

income weekly, provided by the tax

charged on transactions (buy/sell). 
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We want to give owners complete freedom to do what they wish to

with WhaleMaker Coins. For this reason, we will add 30% of our

coin revenue to the WhaleMaker liquidity pool. This also allows

owners to exchange Coins/Tokens for other cryptocurrencies. In

addition, 3% of the taxes will be added to the liquidity pool from

every transaction.

LIQUIDITY POOL

3% of the taxes added to the liquidity
pool every transaction
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WHALEMAKER MODEL

Stake Crypto
 

All being FULLY transparent and available to contributors at any time!

A concept in which holders get additional as profit builds, resulting in a real

passive investment that compounded without the danger of the price falling

due to market conditions. Because the currency will be backed by both

crypto and real-world assets, it will have a level of stability that has yet to be

seen in the crypto markets.

Investor/Commuity
recieved Coins

Portion of profits
redistributed to

Community

Treasury allotcates funds

Community proposes
investment Ideas 

Developers/ Management
team execute

 decisions in the name of
the Brise Chain.

Community/Investors
 

Asset Produces Profit

Wallet



Investment & Capital Stock

We make the investment decisions, you take the profit.

We are the Crypto Fund of the many, not the few.
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Whale Maker is powered by more than decade of experience in fund

management and investment strategies for crypto and fiat

currencies.

HOW DO WE DO THIS BEST

Portfolio Management

We offer capital protection based on our experience and

portfolio management for you.

Rewards Mechanism

Be a part of the ecosystem and get lucrative rewards.



TOKEN NAME :  WhaleMaker

TOTAL SUPPLY : 500 Million coins

SYMBOL : $WMF

   

 

PROJECT DETAILS

SELL : 15%

Liquidity Pool 3 % 

Staking 3 % 

Marketing 2 % 

Crypto Fund treasury back up 4 %

BUY : 12%

TAX: 

Liquidity Pool 3 % 

Staking 4 % 

Marketing 2 % 

Crypto Fund treasury back up 6 %



Presale

Liquidity 

Development

Team

Marketing

Treasury

40%

30%

10%

10%

5%

5%

Presale 40% 

Liquidity 30% 

Development 10%

Team 10% 

Marketing 5% 

Treasury 5% 
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TOKENOMICS
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ROAD MAP

Phase 1 : (April)

Dev team building
Financial team building

Phase 2 : (May)

Website Launch
Social Media accounts launched
SphynxLabs KYC+agreement finalisation

Phase 3 (May-June):

Presale on SphynxLabs
DEX listing (SphynxLabs)
Public Sale
Auditing Crypto fund round 1 launch
first monthly slots opening (priority for presale
holders)

Q
2 

20
22

Phase 4 : (June)

Marketing campaign launch
CMC listing
Private AMA on the projects we have under
consideration

_______
__
__

___

Q
2 2022

Phase 5 : (July-August)
 

Financial Influencers marketing
Crypto fund first monthly profit distribution

Initial CEX Listing
Launch of Round 2 of WhaleMaker Crypto fund and slots

 Phase 6 : (August- September)
 

Crypto fund expansion (multiple choices of slots based on
amount and % of return)

Lottery for holders- distribution of 5% of profits of Crypto
fund round 1+2 without cost

Launch of Round 3 of WhaleMaker Crypto fund and slots
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ROAD MAP
Q

4 2022 
Phase 7 : (October-November)

 
Revision of economical results of Crypto fund launch rounds

1 & 2
Revision of staking rewards & upscaling

Launch of quarterly and annual Crypto Fund with increased
rewards

 Phase 8 : (December)
 

Nomination of the best BRC Project based on WhaleMaker
ROI result

Award of 10.000 USD to the aforementioned Annual Winning
Project

 ____
__
_

_______

Q
1 

20
23

 

Charity fund - distribution of 5% of profits of all
previous rounds to charities (chosen by the holders)
Launch of advisory/auditing services for project owners-
50% of charged fee goes to Fund profit distribution
Financial services for the crypto world expansion

_______
__
__

___

Q
2 - 2023

Q2 - 2023
 

Financial team expansion (+3 Financial analysts)
Scaling up for low/medium/high risk multiple crypto funds

launch
Roadmap update for Q3-Q4 and 2024 

 



Why did the WhaleMaker came to life- who is it addressed to?

The WhaleMaker came to life to satisfy the need of all crypto investors: bring profit without the
hassle of constantly looking to buy a new coin to achieve profit or wait for years until this coin lists in
… Binance! The WhaleMaker is addressed to everyone: the investor who isn’t really an investor but
wants to become one without the anxiety or the knowledge “what to buy” everyday, the investor who
is experienced and wants safe returns, the investor who likes to take decisions on their own (by
choosing different yield plans low-medium-high risk in the future) or simply someone who wants to
buy something that will generate revenue for them!

What is the WhaleMaker?

The WhaleMaker is what it’s name states: A solid token based on years of financial & crypto
experience and excellently setup mechanisms & tokenomics to make its initial, as well as future,
holders potential Whales.

What is it that WhaleMaker does differently? 

Whalemaker is the simplest token there is and every will be: WhaleMaker rewards you for staking
your tokens by reinvesting its own profits (produced through taxes) to create EXTRA profit for you
constantly- in addition to the profit you make through staking. In essence, your monies never sleeps,
it doesnt wait for the next listing to get a small boost, it doesn’t wait for the “when moon”, it doesn’t
wait for “when Binance”, it doesn’t wait for “when Metaverse”: team searches, analyses, produces
profits through reinvestment, liquidity pools (that we look for not you), margin trading, new coins at
launch so you can get the profit you expect constantly!

Is the WhaleMaker affected by inflation (like POS or rebase tokens)?

The WhaleMaker cannot be affected by inflation as it is not a Proof of Stake token producing more
tokens that everyone sells everyday. In general as it does not reward you in WhaleMakers like
rebase tokens, but in BRISE (staking+ fund profits) it cannot have inflation issues.

Is the team DOXXED?

No, the team is not DOXXED to the general public, team will apply for CERTIK auditing and KYC for
security reasons. Team shall decide if it will be necessary to DOX at the end of 2022- early 2023
under the term the WhaleMaker will have grown so big it will have to establish a company in a neutral
place eg Cayman Islands to enlarge further its operations.

Is the WhaleMaker team based on solid experience or just trying to make a quick buck?

WhaleMaker team has been a successful investor team, handling FIAT monies & Crypto monies for
prominent people in real life. WhaleMaker team has been established to do this project on the wishes
of Whitewhale to contribute something to the cryptoworld for the investor who has been struggling to
find the way to invest but no one ever gives him the proper info or knowledge.

Will the WhaleMaker itelf invest in other tokens/coins/startups?

WhaleMaker will build a portfolio on its own- no strings attached though to any other coin- so it can
make the best possible profit for its holders. Initally in the BRC chain, further on on any chain
offering possible profit!
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FAQs
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DISCLAIMER
Please read the terms and conditions before making any investment decision. This

whitepaper contains general information only, and WhaleMaker is not, through this

presentation, rendering accounting, business, financial, investment, legal, tax, or

other professional advice or services. This presentation is not a substitute for

such professional advice or services, nor should it be used as a basis for any

decision or action that may affect your business. Before making any decision or

taking any action that may affect your business, you should consult a qualified

professional adviser. 

WhaleMaker shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by anyone who relies

on this presentation. Certain services may not be available to attest clients under

the rules and regulations of public accounting. Please see

http://www.whalemaker.fund/.com learn more about our global network of

traditional investments. 

No Advice: 
This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a legally

enforceable commitment to contribute. This white paper also does not constitute

any form or part of any opinion that can be construed as advice, or that can be

used to sell or solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be

construed as a part of any effect that can be used in the formation of a contract or

an investment decision.

Compliance with tax obligations: 
Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any, taxes, if

any, apply to their transactions. The Website's owners or authors are not

responsible for determining which taxes apply to transactions. 

Investment Risks: 
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for all

investors. You should carefully evaluate your investing goals, level of expertise,

and risk appetite before opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other

digital asset.

Copyright © 2022 WhaleMaker. All rights reserved.

No Liability Investment RiskNot Advice

http://www.whalemaker.fund/.com


THANK YOU 
BY TEAM
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http://whalemakerfund/
https://t.me/WhaleMakerFund
https://whalemaker.fund/

